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Above and beyond our devotion to classical fine art advisory, one of our main areas of 
expertise is the conception of tailor-made art events for companies and institutions. 
During these events, our clients benefit from profound art insights in the context of 
exhibitions, as we tastefully combine their personal interests, relevant artistic 
performances, accompanying music acts and fashion. Our art events serve as an 
innovative bridge for communicating a company’s products with the help of artworks 
selected specifically for the event, bringing together clients as well as employees in an 
extraordinary art context.  
 
One of our recent art events took place on 17th March 2016: ARTGATE Consulting 
fascinated 40 selected guests with the ubiquitous topic of digitality in a Digital Art & 
Fashion Dinner at the museum NRW-Forum Düsseldorf, in cooperation with fashion label 
Rita Lagune. Framed by our exhibition “VIRTUAL BODY: The human being in digital art”, the 
pleasant evening made the theme of digitality accessible through the works of nine 
digital art pioneers, a sophisticated showing of digitally generated fashion outfits, a 
digital sound artist, as well as a sumptuous dinner with culinary surprises.  
 
The exhibition “VIRTUAL BODY: The human being in digital art” was curated by Leoni 
Spiekermann, ARTGATE Consulting Düsseldorf, and Wolf Lieser, DAM Gallery Berlin, in 
cooperation with the NRW-Forum Düsseldorf. The exhibition project seizes on a ubiquitous 
topic of contemporary culture: The reciprocity between self-perception and the 
representation of the human body in the Internet Age. With nine national and international 
artists, “Virtual Body” is devoted to a new digital language of forms and negotiates the 
relation of the virtual body with its natural counterpoint: the human being as created by 
nature. The exhibition will remain open to visitors at the NRW-Forum Düsseldorf until 17th 
April 2016.  

 
For more information on ARTGATE Consulting’s art events and consultancy services please 
contact us at: mail@artgateconsulting.com, phone: +49-(0)211-99488141 
 

 
 

 
ARTGATE CONSULTING BRINGS ART EVENTS  
ONTO THE STAGE 
 


